
Ontario Conservative Leader Tim Hudak, show n w ith the party's environment critic
Toby Barrett earlier this year, has been quick to denounce government policies but
is far less forthright in outlining his ow n.
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It is hard to find a conservative political pundit in the province who hasn’t written
off the McGuinty Liberals in next year’s election.

They say his “Dalton Dad” style is passé. He is weighed down by “seven long
years of political baggage.” His election campaign is already “off the tracks.” He
and his government are “toast.”

Meanwhile, they have left Tim Hudak, the leader of the Ontario Progressive
Conservative party, largely unexamined.

Their clairvoyance seems to spring from a September Angus Reid poll. It
reported that 41 per cent of respondents would vote for the Progressive
Conservatives and only 29 per cent for the Liberals if an election were held at
that time.

Drill down deeper and the picture is not so clear. Nearly two-thirds of Ontarians
expect higher taxes and services cuts under a Hudak government. This finding
has been generally overlooked.

Instead, these commentators are relying on the top-line numbers. They seem
preoccupied with how and why the McGuinty government is failing. This is usually laced with a large helping of often simplistic, mostly negative,
and always partisan, Hudak utterances.

One would think that those in the media who are convinced of Hudak’s ascension to the premiership would feel a responsibility to examine what
he and his party stand for. One reason this may not be happening is that finding any in-depth Progressive Conservative policies is difficult.

There is no “Policy” button on the party’s website. Instead, you are led into a long series of Hudak scandal hunts and bromides about the party’s
position on a narrow range of issues.

His recurring priorities seem to be: cutting government red tape; giving hard-working families a tax break; fighting costly energy schemes;
creating private-sector jobs. And, oh yes, he will abolish the Ontario Human Rights Commission. But he doesn’t mention that very often these
days.

Hudak provides precious little detail on the priorities he is prepared to talk about. Hardly any specifics on what tax breaks, or how much they will
cost, or how he will fund them. Scarce detail on what red tape he plans to cut. And no indication of how he will reconcile his proposed future
energy sources with their impact on our environment.

Considering that Hudak has a master’s degree in economics, his “10 ideas to create jobs” are surprisingly sophomoric. Nothing far-reaching
here: cut red tape and regulations; cap spending; create jobs for young workers; stop wasteful government. All motherhood, all the time.

Proposals like “suspending the tax on new jobs” and a “competitive tax structure for small business” have significant cost implications. Hudak
doesn’t show much interest in quantifying the costs or benefits of what he advocates.

More significant is the absence of any reference to one of the main economic challenges the province faces: remaining competitive in an
increasingly global economy. Hudak’s ideas seem rooted in the old economy, one that is not coming back.

His knee-jerk reaction to McGuinty’s establishment of a scholarship fund to attract outstanding foreign students is, as one observer noted, “sadly
Ontariocentric.” Hudak fails to understand that other countries are raiding our student elite, and we need to be in this brain game.

In other key areas like health care, education and managing the deficit, Hudak offers few creative or comprehensive alternatives to Liberal
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policies. Instead, he focuses on finding wedge issues to exploit, often at the expense of substance.

He would scrap the local health integration networks to save administrative costs. But he fails to prescribe a more effective means of managing
the funding and delivery of health care across the province. He is against McGuinty’s “$3 billion HST tax grab” but offers no alternatives to
achieving the business benefits of the HST. And his major education reform seems to be limited to keeping grades in fall report cards.

Hudak announced recently that he would let householders pay a flat rate for electricity. He didn’t disclose how much this would add to the $8
billion stranded hydro debt that the last Conservative government helped create. He promises Torontonians that he “would ensure the city gets
some long-term certainty about provincial support” but doesn’t elaborate on how, or how much.

Like his federal Conservative counterpart, Stephen Harper, Hudak appears oblivious to the issue of climate change. And here he is consistent.
Hudak is a strong opponent of renewable energy.

It is difficult to know whether this premier-to-be is a hollow, wedge-issue politician, or whether he is playing possum. He may have more policy
and personality than he has demonstrated so far.

Some observers think he is deliberately withholding policy commitments and allowing a communications-challenged Liberal government to
defeat itself. Others feel that what you see is what we would get: Hudak-Lite.

Over the last 18 months, since he won the leadership of his party, a large segment of the media has spent much of its time feeding off what
Hudak is against. It’s time to start pressing him to articulate the kind of Ontario we can expect if he becomes premier next year.

Michael Warren is CEO of The Warren Group Inc. and a public policy commentator. He is a former Ontario deputy minister, chief general
manager of the Toronto Transit Commission and CEO of Canada Post Corporation. r.michael.warren@gmail.com
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